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The    comprehensive     range    of    Lucas
motorcycle   batteries   meets   the   needs
and   demands   of   all   motor  cycles   and
scooters  from   lightweight  to   the   most
powerful   sidecar  outfits.   Specialist
designed to giv.elong  and  reliable service
under  all   road   and  weather  conditionsl
Lucas   motorcycle   batteries  are   backed
by    Brltain's    Best   Battery   Service,   with
18  depots   and   over  400  Official   Agentsyhiow;ftyrfuwh#

h LuCAS
BRITA!r1'S    BEST    MOTOR    CYCLE    BATTERY
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EDITORIAL
This  will  be  the  last  issue  of  the  magazine  and,  indeed,  the  last

set  of  regulations   that  you  will  receive  if  you  ha,y,en't  yet  paid  your
subscription!   Three months grace is  all  that you,re  permitted  these days
out of fairness to others.

With   the   start   of   the   Grand   Epreuve   events   imminent,   much
speculation  is   being  given   to  the  Honda  set-up  and  in  particular  the
role  which  Mike  Hailwood will  take.   We  have  all  heard  rumours,  most
of them contradicting themselves,  that  Mike will  not  be  restricted  to just
one  or  two  classes,  neither  will  he  be  restricted  to  taking  team  orders.
With  this  in  mind,  the  25O  and  350  classes  might  prove  to  be  the  most
interesting as I cannot see Jim Redman  riding to team  orders when  Mike
is  either in  front,  or  behind  come  to  that.   The  inclusion  of Mike  in  the
team  means  that  we  can  expect  fireworks  and  new  records  for  neither
of these two riders can  afford to be second!

Wriat   then   of   Agostini?   One   can   really   mever   believe   anything

+iI;;iennge:oyt.hue axe.?ti I lA]ge:ts t#nodncci::ng. usn,t,irle i ; I sag ecnosine:#. a,Lt:rf:fr:::
category  and  much   speculation  mfist   revolve  around   the  only  person
capable  of  proving  even  a  mil]or  threat  to  the  Japanese  sLIPremaCy-
Agostini.   Good  rider  though  he  is,  even  with  the  und,uubte,d  reliability
of  the  M.V.,  I  cannot  see  him  breaking  the  new  Honda  line-up  which
will  be out to beat each other, let alone let anyone else  rlaVe a  look in.

But  so  far  we  have  ignored  Yamaha.   Mike  Duff,s  untimely  depar-
lure  means  that  the  team  is  basicauy  one  short  for  only  Phil  Read  and
Bill  Ivy  can  spearhead  the  attack  and  Bill  is  sadly  lacking  experience
on  the  Grand  Prix  Circus.   Doubtless  it  won,t  be  long  before  he  learns
but  in  the  meantime  Yamaha  are  only  left  with  Phil  to  combat  the
mighty.   If  one  assumes  that  all  machines  will  be  of  equal  merit  this
year,-there  wasn't  much  to  separate  them  in   l965-then  my  money
would  be  on  Hailwood  and  Honda  but  with  Redman  a  very,  very  close
second.



The  500  Honda  remains  questionable  at  this  stage.   I  don't  trlink
anyone  knows  what  it  is  likely  to  be  for  all  factories  are  shrouded  in
secrecy  and  Honda  can  be  no  exception.   Already  we  llave  reports  of  a
lighter  M.V.  with  six  speeds  instead  of  five,  but  so  t'ar  nothing  cone.fete
from  Honda.   Obviously  it  suggests  a  V-8  but  it  must  be  remembered
that   it  took   Moto   Guzzi   quite   a   while   to   sort   out   the   comp]i,l.ated
engineerirlg  problems  so  Mike,s  senior  title  is  by  no  mean>  safe.

The   smaller  classe.i?    Yo.LIT  guess   iS   a=   good   aS   mine  SO   let   bcLttle
commence  with  the  Spanish!

MLTTUAL AID
FORASvAIL&IT  super  ;et  helmeL   Size  appr.x.  ,-,i  has.,,!y  bcen  useu)

for  two  weeks  in  MGP  but  gives  present  owner  a  headache.   Perfect
condition.   Sensible  offers  only.

C.   East,   1   Bowling  Green   Road,  Powick,   Worcester.  (Silverstone
2nd April).

1959 TIGER CUB  front wheel  complete  with  Tyre and Tube-   BSA
maroon  teles,  suit  B31/33.    A  few  R.  Enfield  700  (1955)  engine  parts.
1960  Ariel  Arrow,  scrufl`y  but  sound-Price  £35.   Offers  on  other parts.

F. J. Hawkins, 54a The Wellington, Warfield Park, Bracknell,  Berks.
Tel:  Feltham 5091. Ext.  29 during working hours.

DOMMIRACER  600  c.c.   SS  Head,  Paired  monob1.ocs,  lightened
valve gear, fairing.   Clean and reliable.   Price-£120  o.n.o.

G. R. Bunting,  10 Winch field House, Highcliffe Drive, Roehampton.
London, S.W.15.   Te1:  Prospect  9760.
WANTED

RACING   LEATHERS,   6'   x   39''   chest.   Set   of  Thruxton   T120
exhaust pipes and silencers-urgent.

D.  N.  Place, 4 Dixon Place, Stoke, Devonport,  Plymouth,  Devon.
CYLINDER   HEAD   for   l964/5   Triumph   T120   complete   with

rocker   boxes.   Triumph   Tachometer   gear   housing   No.   E3679.   4  :  1
magnetic rev counter head.   T120  steel magneto pinion.

R.EWAeRSt.RIZ3cErfeceTGyeROigeofAii,pnuge ,v!roi:tdy?n ,MNri slt4.have go o d  tre+}
size 2.75 x  18.   Also fully tapered expansion  box for BSA Bantam.

G.  W.  Ward,  3 1  Bewdley Street, Kidderminster, Worcestershire.
GREEVES Silverstone 24 RAS  Barrel  (or scramble barrel;  24 RAS

frame  or  Cotton  Cougar  frame;   pair  of  alloy  l8,,  rims;   Greeves  front
wheel  hub  with  cush  drive;  Villiers  36A  scrambles  gears;  Alpha  36A
Crankshaft assy;   1&,,  monobloc  carb.   Also  Austin  A55  Van  cheap.

F.  J.  Hawkins,  address  as  above.
HELP!   Any member in the Carpenders Park of Watford area with

racing transport that could help  me  out with April 2nd  and April  llth
meetings.   Will  willingly  share  costs.

J.  Helms.  353  Prestwick  Road, South  Oxhey)  Watford,  Herts.   Tel:
Hatch End 6599.



THE  OTHER  WAY  ROUND

r 1:all

by Jin  SwifS

To get facts  straight, the Club put forward the suggestion tO Brands
Hatch  Circuit  Ltd.  seven  mc)nths  ago  that  the  Hu,lch  should  be  run  in
an  anti.clockwise  directicm.   It  received  a  few  chuckles  but  llOthing  else
until  quite  recently  when  the  press  seemed  to  pick  it  up  from  John
cooper  who  came  out  with  it  during  a  social  gathering  at  Brands.   It
doesn?t  particularly  worry  me  who  gets  the  Credit  SO  long  as  it  comes
to  fruition,  but  facts  are  facts  nevertheless.   It  is  not  therefore  so  much
a  question  of  6(will  the  Club  agree"  but  "will  we  be  able  to  manage
mEhri

Although  the  advantage  oi  publicity  should  never  be  lost,  at  least
wl[en  yc,u  ha.,,e  gomL.thing \]P  your  Sleeve,  I  don't  think  it  would  go  very
far  amiss   if  I  mentioned   the  r3aSOnS   for  the   Suggestion  Without  COm-

}.at;,an2i, CO Tgrs epluvglSi siOed.a y a:, ai aS;a:enmde #:  gnfswCeOITrisne ihbey tetchhen i:i:lT ep rte: ::
if  you  d'o,  it  will  b-e  a  spe-cially  controlled  announcpment  by  both

the  clu,b  and  Brands  FIatch  Circuit-Ltd.  to  gain the maximu.m  eft'eCt  On
the  general  public  who.  we  hope.  will  flock  to  Brands  in  their  tens  of
thousands  as  a  result!

I  have  no  doubt  that  all  o1,  you   have  youl-  own  OPiniOnS  On  the
possible   success   or   failure   of  th.e   venture.   should   it  ever   apaterialise.
Likewise   I   have  my   own  which   cloS.,Sly   resembles   the  oplrllOnS  Of  the
Board.   Indeed  it  was  my  own  brainWaVe  from  the  Offset  SO  this  iS  not
surpribing!    To   date,   the   Hutc.h   has   been   a   lone-ofl''   meeting   Since   it
ceased to be al  Brooklands, where little advan,lags  was gained  by  a more
intimate  knowledge  of  Circuit  topography.   At  1-east,  intimate  knowledge
came  quite  expenrsive  I,or  the  only  way  it  could  be  gain.ed  was  by  hiring
the  circuit  for  test  days.    Except  for  the  occasiollS  When  nO  M.V.  was
present, all  classes  had  a  certain  amount Of  interest  and  COnjeCture  about
them   which   never   quite   existed   at   any   other   circuit   throughout   the
country.   perhaps  this was why the " Hutch " attracted  th-e riders and the
press.   In   it.s   earlier   days.   crowds   too.   but   this   iS   that   Other   StOry!
personally, I  believe  this  to be  true,  but  One argument against my  theory
is  that  silverstone  sat.urda.y   used  to  be  on  the  Grand  Prix  circuit  at
silverstone  as  well  as  the  Hutch,  and  always  the  Hutch  used  to  come
off  worse.    My  answer  [o  this  is  Simply  'PubliCity'.  SOmething  Which  the

ut;h _..  ih  fho,se  da}.8  never  used  tb -get-.   Wheri  Temple  Press  droppecl
silverslone  SaLu1.Clay  meeting  We  -urnCd  its  Passing,  aS  indeed  We

;_fi_ll _do.  but the  atmosphere  rubb_ed off on  to the  Hutch  when we changed
i[.s  face  to  meet  the  demo_nd  which  silverstone  Saturday  left  behind.    It
is  this atmosphere which  is made purely and simply  by a one-ofi' meeting:
an  atmosphere which  fll[ers  through  I.o  everyone  even  vaguely  connected
with the  sport  and  is  something  which  can  never  be  repeated  in  tile  Same
year  at  the  same  circuit.

My  reasoning  may  be  a  little  COnf,using.  but  the  '. Hutch "  Inlay  bC
directly  compared  with  the  T.T.   in  relspect  of  the  atmosphere  created.
At  least,  this  is  my  opinion.    Something  different.  out  of  the  Ol.dillary:
something  which  is  not  repeated  again  f'or  tv/elve  months.

i:



This is therefore the reason why we would like to see the " Hutch "
run  in  an  anti-clockwise  direction  at  Brands  Hatch.   Having  settled  on
Brands  Hatch  as  the  most  futuristic  circuit  in  the  country,  with  every
facility possible and a length of circuit suitable for an International event,
it  must  be  different  from  all  other  meetings  there  if  it  is  to  keep  the
atmosphere  which makes  it great.

What   then   of   the   circuit   itself   when   run   in   an   anti-clockwise
direction.   How  much  is  the  {King  of  Brands,  worth  then,  (I  use  that
description  as  a  figure  of  speech  and  not  as  questioning  the  ability  of
DM)  t'or everyone will  be  on an equal  footing for, perhaps, the  very first
time.    Ill  an  advantage  can  go  to  anyone.  then  it  will  surely  go  to  the
European  sidecarists who  keep  the  right-handed  chair.   Continentals  too.
are  more  familiar  with  anti-clock  circuits  and  I  well  re,member  the  day
when  Ernst  Hiller  thanked  me  for  an  enjoyable  day's  racing  but wished
we  would  have  more  left  handers  so  that  he  could  keep  up.   Perhaps
this  is  what  gave  me  the  idea!   At  least,  run  in  the  reverse  direction,  i
will  even  up  the  tyres!

With  a  full  classic  entry,  the  publicity  value  is  immense  to  say  the
least.   Who can foresee any name appearing first on  the list?   So far only
Derek  Minter  has  attempted  to  run  the  other  way  round,  and  if I  have
my own way he will be the first and last until official practice commences
prior  to  the  meeting.   Looking  at  the  circuit,  I  can  only  see  one  likely
hazardous  spot-South  Bank.   Who  then  can  say  if  the  circuit  will  be
quicker  or  slower,  or  will  it  be  a  safer  circuit  that  it  is  at  present?
Again,  your  guess  is  as  good  as  my  own,  and  therefore  the  Nation's
guess  will  be  the  one  which  decides  success  or  failure  for,  whichever
way  you  agree  to  look  at  it.  it  is  the  financial  outcome  of any  venture
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which  decides  its  prominence  in  the  world  today.   If it is  great,  then  it
will be great, given a sporting chance at success.

we  hope  to  be  giving  the  Hutchinson  100  every  chance  of  suCCe'SS
in the years to come and, combined with the resources of Brands Hatch
circuit Ltd., will be presenting a meeting Which Will have no counterpart,
anywhere.

watch, wait and see!

A  FEW  NOTES  OF  INTEREST                  by Jim Swift
LABEIJS  AND  SUCII.   The  idea  was  that  you  should  get  a  far

quicker reply  to  your  entry,  at  the  same  time  covering,  to  some  extent,
the  increased  postal  charges.   This  was  the  reason  why  two  attached
gunmed lables  were  enclosed with each set of regulations  and why you
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them  on  the  top  of  their  entry  forms,  some  sent  them  stuck  on  their
original  envelope,  some  without  name,  address  Or  Stamp,  in  fact  the
whole  scene  was  pantomime.    My  sincere  thanks  tO  those  Who  read,
understood and acted accordingly  and whose  action was greatly  apprec-
iated by the staff  handling  them.   To  those  who  didn't understand, may
I add that all we require  is that you Put your name and address On bOth'
stick  a  threepenny  stamp  on  one  and  a  rourpenny  stamp  on  the  other.
and return complete with your entry!

EASTEER  TROPEEY  MEETENG.   1  am  thankful  that  a  great  spirit
exists  throughout  the dub,  expressed  by  the  380  cnlries  received  for  the
Easier  Trophy   Mcetilng  on   Easter  Monday,  a  day   when  tllere  are  SO
many  other  counter-attractions  that  I  didn,t  dare  hope  for  such  a  large
response.   I  am both pleased and gratified With  your  Support.   I  can now
only   hope  that  none   oi.   Ike   riders   who  have  entered  spoil   their   own
chances  by  entering  somewhere  else  on  the  same  day.   It  has  happened,
both  accidentally  and  inten,lionany,  and  aS  the  COnSequenCeS  are  now
serious I ask that you pay a little more attention to your Obligations.

pERODUC"ON REGULATIONS.  These are  now in the prOC-eSS Ol'
being worked out as  far as International  meetings are  COnCerne,d  by  both
myself  and  Neville  Goss  w-lth  the  assistance  Of  the  trade  g9nerally.    A
I.ew days after this is being Written, the Club is holc!ing  a  meeting between
senior  members  of  the  trade  and  manufacturers  at  A.M.C.'s  in  London
to   discuss   at   length   the   new   regulations   which   will   be   immediately
effective  subject  to  the  approval  of  the  F.I.M.   The  A.C.U.  have  already
approved  them  subject  to  the  over-riding  approval  of  their  rules  com-
mittee.   However,  one  or  two  knotty  Problems  remain  not  the  least  or
which  is  the  interpretation  ot,  the  F.I.M.  I,ormula  governing  production
sports  machines.     At  present  it  would  be  difficult  to  knew  if  the  new
444  c.c.  Honda  is  eligible  to  compete  aS  One  Of  the  regulatlons  precludes
double  overhead  camshaft  engines.   But.  as  it  appears  that  an  OrganiSer
can   discard   any   of   the   regulations   in   the   formula.   by   virtue   of   the,
authority  given  to  llim  by  the  OPening  Paragl.aPh  Of the  formula,  it  may
well   be   in-but   nobody   knows   until   the   F.I.M.   confirm   their   own
regulalions!   so  far  they  have  been  loath  to  accept  the  responsibility  of
confirmation  or otherwise,  so ve  are  still  very  much  in  the  dark.



Whilst  we  are  in  the  process  of  formulating  a  reasonable  set  of
regulations  for a National code, I  have been asked by  one or two mem-
bers  what  we  are  up  to.    Needless  to  say  at  this  stage  it  would  be
impossible  to  predict  what  the  eventual  outcome  will  be  as  it  will  cer-
tainly  take   time.    One  must  remember  that  these  regulations  have  to
attain  two  objects;   on  the  one  hand  they  must  achieve  the  purpose  in
mind  and  yet  on  the  other  they  must  be  easily  operable  by  the  officials
of the meeting,  not the least of which are the scrutineers.   It would there_
fore  be  safe  to add that  they  will  not come  into  force  before  next season
and  members  will  have  early  warning  of  their  contents.   I  might  add
here and now that under no circumstances will the regulations  be altered
in  any  shape  or  I-orm  from  those finally  approved  by  the  A.C.U.  as  a  set
of  standing  regulations  for  production  sports  machines.   I  regret  to  say

:huatt yorjd:I:ydorens:t assus:,:Coat :If'e.mn:h:hni:g=ciays;sri::tl wbi: ld:oep?needlieg#ilreelty;   }
compete.

INSURANCES.    With   the   commencement  of   the   racing   season,
riders  may  be   interested  in  insuring  their  machines  for  fire  and  theft
risks  through  Muir  Beddall  and  Co.  Ltd.,  the  Club's  brokers.   For  very
little  premium  they  can  have  the  satisfaction  of  knowing  that  their  race
machinery is well protected from the risk of having it stolen when parked
in  the  garage  and  from fire.   Too  much  racing  machinery  is  being  stolen
by  unscrupulous  thieves  these  days  so  your  only  way  to  recompense  is
through  insurance.   Nothing  else  can  give  you  back  the  money  from  a
lost  machine.   Proposal  forms  can  be  obtained  from  the  club's  office
or  from  Muir  Beddall  direct  at  Vincula  House.  Tower  place,  London,
E.C.3.   If writing  to  the latter.  please  direct  your communications  to  the
Competitions  Department.

All  Club  officials  may  like  to  know  that,  from  the  commencement
of  this  season,  Personal  Accident  rates  will  be  inl.Teased  from  flo  per
week   during   temporary   or   total   disablement.   to  £20   per   week.   still
keeping  the  Cleath  limit  al  £2,000.   However,  this  master  policy  is  only
valid if the officials sign on. Anyone who has not signed on is not covered
by  insurance  in  the  event of an  accident,  fatal  or otherwise.

oFF[CIALS.   From  time  to  t'me  a  plea  for  assistance  ,"ep.rtedr )
in  these  pages  for  help  at  race  meetings.   Wth  the  advent  of the  season
it must again  be repeated as  the  burden  ot' more  race  meetings,  although
pleasant  for  the  riders,  is  I-ar  t'rom  being  pleasant  for  the  officials  who
give  up  much  for  the  enjoyment  of  others.   If  therefore.  you  have  any
sons,  daughters  or  other  offsprings  who  would  like  to  act  as  messengers
then   we   should   be   only   too   pleased   to   have   their   help.   Any   other
responsible members are more than welcome to fill  other places and train
for  other  jobs  which  could  relieve  the  strain  om  our  officials  who  never
fail  to attend a  meeting  and who would  dearly enjoy  relief, at  some  time
during  the  year.   Any  members  who  think  they  can  help  are  asked  to
write  to  the  Secretary now.
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MEMBER,S  MAILBAG

Dear  Sir.-I  was  very  disappointed  to  read  of  the  Club's  decision
to move the Hutchinson  100 to Brands Hatch.   I myself very much agree
with   some   of   our   other   members,   and   all   Midland   and   Northem
enthusiasts,  who  thought  it  was  a  shame  to  take  this  event  out  of  the
reach  of a  lot of race-goers  in  this part of the  country  and  who  looked
forward  to  this  race  meeting  at  Silverstone.   I  further agree  that  it  is  l'ar
too t'ar for us in the North and Midlands to travel to a circuit like Brands
Hatch  for  one  day's  racing.   I  a.an  understand  the  Club's  difficulties,  it
does take a lot of money to run  a race meeting such as this, but  I would
like  to  see  this great race  day  brought  within  easy  reach  of  more  riders
from  my  part  of  the  country.   The  London  riders  I  feel  get  too  many
good  events  at  Brands  Hatch  so  why  not  bring  some  of  these  events  to
Mallory  Park  or  Oulton  Park  which,  in  my  opinion.  are  the  two  best
circuits  in  the  country  both  for  spectators  and  riders  alike.   I  am  a  nan-
competing member and my machine is a small  l963  50 c.c. Sports Honda
which is  why  I  for one cannot get  to  such  circuits  as  Brar:ds  Hatch  aIld
Snetterton.   I  hope  our  Club  organisers  will  try  to  understand  that  they
must  bring  our  sports  events  a  little  nearer  the  centre  ot'  the  country  to
make things even  for everyone.

I  hope  that  the  dub  will  soon  get  sufficient  money  and  strength  to
make  our  best  event  of  the  year  more  popular  and  on  a  circuit  whet.e
everyone who is a race fan  can go to see it.

Yours etc.. K.  R.  TAYLOR.
Burton  on  Trent,  Staffs.

Ed.-Just one  thought.   Have you  ever  thought  that  a  lot  of people
from South of London may  have stayed away  from  the Hutch
for  very  much  the  same  reason?   Your  loss  is  their  gain  but
I do admit the scarcity of meetings  in  the  North.   Perhaps. this
is due to the poor attendances!

*o
Dear Sir.-I shall be returning to the U.K. a1'ter two and a halt' ),ears

Singapore  on  April  lst  and  will  resume  racing  in  as  many  events  as
ssible during my eight weeks leave.
I I  have  had  a  couple  of  good  seasons  here  ill  Singapore;  seven  first

places,  and  a  second  and  a  third  in  the  last  nine   I.aces!    I  have  also
managed  a  fourth  fastest  500,  fifth  fastest  650  in  the  Dunlop  Gap  Hill
Climb.   In  the  Singapore  G.P.,  250  class,  I  was  eighth  and  jn  the  senior
event   fifth   behind   Hasegawn   (Yamaha),   Motohass   (Yamaha),   Fugi
(Suzuki  {4,)  and  a  local  Manx  Norton,  for  52  of  the  60  laps  until  the
clutch failed on my  250 Ducati  (loaned by Chu Cheong  Motors Ltd.).   I
now look forward to some home competition.

Yours  etc.,  J.  B.  CAFFREY.
HMS Darrington, Singapore, Malaya.
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LUCAS  AI\mTOUNCE  BRITAIN9S  FIRST
12  VOLT  MOTOR CYCLE BATTERY

The  reasons  for  the  introduction  by  Lucas  of  Britain's  first  l2  volt
motor  cycle  battery  are  twofold.   Not  only  has  the  increasing popularity
of  l2  volt  electric.a.  on  motor  cycles  created  a  very  real  demand  for  a
suitable  single   l2   I,,ol[  battery  to  rep'lace  the  previously  necessary  two
6  volt batteries. but it was  also necessary  to provide new  British machines
\+,iih  both a modern  styleci  battery and  one wh!'ch  faciii(tales maintenance.

Known  as  the  PUZ5A,  and  having  a  capacity  of  lO  A.H.  at  the20
hour  rate,  this  new  Lucas  battery  is  currently  filled  as  standard  to  all
Triumph  12  volt  machines.

Constructed of an acrylon  nitrjle  based  material.  the  battery  satisfies
the  most  exacting  requirements  of  strength  and  reliability.   The  requil.e-

r )'ients  were  many  ill  that  it  WOuld  have  a  wide  range  of  temperature
)ility  to  enable  ease  of  moulding  jn  thin  sections.  and  be  completely

resistant  to  acid, petrol,  oil  etc.   Arduous  road  tests  were  carl.led  out by
Lucas  and  Motor Cycle  Manufacturers  on this  battery  and  have proved
the  PUZ5A  to  be  not  only  a successful  transparent type  but  also  one of
the most robust motor cycle  batteries yet produced.

The battery incorpol.ates new and useful features, a number of which
are  listed  below.

I.    A  t1-anSParent  Case  affords  ease  Of  Checking  the  acid  level.
2.    Improved  des].gn   and  arrallgement  Of  the   battery  terminals  makes

them  more acce_.J|1ible.
3.    The  filler  plugs  are  made  of  a  one  piece  moulding  thus  eliminating

th_-  possibility  of`  lost  plugs.
4.    Adequate gasing  area is provided above  the plates which reduces the

possibility  of  the  battery  boiling  over  when  on  heavy  charge.   Mani-
fold  vent  and  plastic  vent  pipes  will  be  available  as  optional  extras
if required.

5.    Incorporated   al-e   improved   separators   which   much   improve   the
re.sistance  to  vibration.

6.    As the result of the above (4 and  5) the ac.id level  has now been raised
to the  lops  of the platcs'
The  decision  to  change  the  electrical  svstem  on  motor  cycles  to  l2

?a:rl.:a w:sacthaiknee:  :a:tpearbfea I.: :.li ocoon=i.dp:i: t liotn \'`?afs I :eel t 1 ltghhatti ntfl ea yia#ibnI;  :nn
motor  cycles  hall  not  kept  pace  with  automobile  lighting  and,  whilst the
modern  small  car  had   100  watts  or  more  available,  the  motor  cyclist
with a 6 volt system was restricted to a  30 watt main  beam.

Lucas  carried  out  considerable  research  to  find  the  best  solution  to
this  problem.   lt  was  not  merely  a  question  of  producing  an  alternator
which  would  give  a  higher  output  6  volt  system,  for  this  method  would
necess!tate  a  much  larger  alternator  as  well  as  a  larger  battery  and the
whole of the wiring would have to be heavier to accommodate the higher
current  available.    With  the.  restricted  space  on  motor  cycles  and  the
need for the cable to remain as flexible and as  small as possible, this was
obviously not the answer.



Lucas   therefore   decided   on  a   12   volt   system   for   the   following
reasons:-

I.   Exactly  the  same  alternator,  silicon rectifier,  contact breaker and
wiring can  be used, the only  items changing  being  battery, bulbs,
hom  and ignition  coil.

2.   Headlamps of between 50 and 75  watts can be used.

3.   A  12  volt system enables a Zener Diode Voltage Regulator to be
used in conjunction  with a permanent magnet  Alternator.

4.   The adoption of electric starters is made an easier possibilitv.

Hitherto,  the rectified output from  only  two stator coils  of  the  con-
ventional  six-coil  motor  cycle  altemator  has,  for  normal  applications,
been  fed  into  the  battery  to  provide  permanent  trickle-charging.   How-
ever,  by  shunting  the  battery  with  an  appropriately  rated  Zener  Diode
(connected  through  the  ignition  switch  to  avoid  off-duty  leakage),  four
coils can be permanently associated with  the battery.   With  this arrange-
ment,  which is particularly  intended  for use on  machines  equipped  with
12  volt  facilities,  the  state  of  charge  of  the  battery  is  quickly  restored
following a  start.

As the battery becomes re-charged, the system voltage rises and, on
reaching approximately  14 volts, the Zener Diode  becomes partially  con-
ducting and provides an alternative path to earth for a small part of the
alternator  output.   Further  small  rises  in  battery  voltage  result  in  large
increases  in  Zener  Diode  conductivity  until,  at  approximately  15  volts.
the  bulk  of  the  alternator  output  is  by-passed  and  the  system  off-load
voltage is stablised.

Any  depressing  of  the  system  voltage.  due  to  external  electrical
loading'  causes  the  Zener Diode  current  to  decrease  and  the balance  to
be diverted to  the current consuming component  involved.   In  the event
of  the  load  being  heavy  enough  to  depress  the  voltage  below  l4  volts,
the  Zener  Diode   reverts   to  its  high   resistance   state   of  virtual   non-
conductivity  and  all  the  generated  output  goes  to  meeting  the  current
dema#hsenof tthhee a::tdelE:mapndiseqiunipu:ee*he  c.nven[i.nal.ITangement  iSr )

employed  for  obtaining  full  altemator  output  whereby  all  three  pairs
of stator coils are parallel  connected.

PRACTICE   DAY     SILVERSTONE
SILVERSTONE     -      WEDNESD^Y      -      23RD  MARCH



IT9S  NOT  ONLY  A  MANS  WORLD          Anonymous

Women  are  the  greatest  gift  to  man  that  ever  was.   Not  only  are
they  willing  but  they  are  able  too  if  but  the  truth  were  known.   Tiney
provide  for  the  comforts  of  a  homely  existence  wherever  they  go  and
are always  at hand  for polishing up when the day is  miserable and wet,
which it always seems  to  be, and are forever at hand to  strip  the willing
male of his clinging wet leathers  and help him dry out over the  smoking
primus  stove.   They  may  even  lend a  hand at  airing him out should the
occasion  warrant  but  the  only  trouble  is  that  you've  to  ring  the  right
number first!   Or so they  hope!

Some  stick  to  the  scene  like  barnacles  to the  bottom,  often  clinging
long  after  the  soreness   has   worn  off  but  they  are  always  around  to

i fifds?:'sntsnie.arsn:yh:sir:b:fen?scsafaop,ne 'bonrr,I:t'gStrf.hre:h:'dgahngtr:qcnue::!'n:'cedhs,asbh:3?uyr:a:I:,y.van:uuen::bs;

for malnutrition  is  not a  desirable  state  of affairs, where  speed is the  all
important  factor of success.

Stick a  rag  in  her  hand  and  she  is  as  happy  as  a  lark  mopping  up
the  remnants  of  a  practice  burst  but  she  must  be  kept  happy  and  this
means  busy  too.   The  signs  she  may  give a  rider  from  the  pits  may  not
help  but  at  least  they  will  tell  him  where  to  go  and  what  sort  of state
he,s  in.   The fact that he may  not finish  is  something only  he can decide.
A woman's way may not altogether be honest but at  least it's direct and
to  the  point.   You  always  know  where  you  are  even  though  you would
prefer  not to be.   Her world is not only difficult, it's darned complicated
too, and she often sees things which escapes the masculine species. Never
argue  with  her;  this  only  brings  out  the  directness  of  approach  which,
in  so  many  of  us.  lies  dormant  for  generations  but  which  can  quickly
be   kindled   into   flames   of   doom.   The   race   can   soon   be   over   but
Mephistopheles lingers  to the end.

Never  let a  woman  know who,s  boss  or  she may  test your pressure
without warning.   While she believes she,s in charge good luck will follow
your progress, but apply  the  brake and you,ll find out who,s wearing the

#:g=:rkoeTsutrhee thhoatt ssehaet,.s affreia¥ oor#hn: I:::teosr inn dthteh:: nhienrg noefedaleW:smnaont
provoked  by  any  unwarranted  obstruction  or  intrusion.   A  lot  can  be
gained by slightly cutting down  on  the alcoholcontent especially if you're
a  vintagarian.

In all. women are exceptional and supernatural.   Next time you want
breakfast in  bed. ask  her politely.  but do make sure you're ready to start
when  she  fires!

Ed.-Following  the above  article I accept the recommendation and
would  ask  any  ladies  interested  in  suitable  positions  to  write
in.   The  Club  needs  help  at  race meetings.



THE  RECURRENT  PROBLEM                  by Jim Swift

A great deal of despair is now  being emitted from the world of the
50 a.c. as the number of races at which they can compete has been slashed
to an alarming extent.  I have been accused before of being anti-50's, as
have  some  of my  predecessors. but I  can honestly  say  that we  are  not
against the class and can only sympathise with their plight.  This doesn't
mean that we intend doing anything about it at present for a variety of
reasons, the main one being that few of the riders seem capable of doing
anything to help themselves except, of course. to write  aggressive letters
when we dropped the class.

On the whole I can honestly say that race meetings have been easier

;oanTsnhead:dIVfee?I =iiCeh,hma?I,ehePiie:,Sdaenrts inw.auiOdt hOafv:aryeSda:nnCeed tch.enCsiadSeSraWba f}
more if they had heard the remarks passed about their machines by the
greater  majority  of the  other riders,  mainly  because  of  the  noise  which
cracked from those sawn-off pipes.   Of course, this was in the day of the
Itom.   With the aITiVal Of the CRl10 Honda. the 50 brigade took a very
heavy  beating,  the  only  survivors  being  those  who  had  enough  cash  to
join  the  ranks  of  the  conquerors.   As  a  result,  interest  dwindled,  entr),
lists declined and the class was struck from the programme of events witll
a howl of approval from a great many people following hard on its heels_
The  feeling  against the  50  brigade  was  easy  to  understand  but  yet hard
to   put   into   words.    Psychologically,   the   malady   stemmed   from   the
deafening  crackle  emitted from  the  engine;   as  a result  they  were  hated
everywhere  and  some  organisers  refused  to  include  a  class  for  them  in
the  first  place.    This  was  indeed  unfortunate  for  the  riders  who  were
being banned from mechanical limitations ratiler than any more Plausible
reasons.   Capacity  too  was  against  them  from  the  offset  as  they  were
looked   down   upon   as   an   inferior   breed   by   many.   Although   their
arguments  were  sound when  comparing  them  with the  125,s  who  had  a
similar  start,  it  seemed  as  though  they  would  never  break  down  the
barrier  of diminutive  midgets  and  psychological  disadvantages  I.esulting.

In  some  way  this  would  explain  the  anti  brigade.   rm  not  saying
that  I  am  entirely  correct  in my  assumptions  but  somewhere  along
line I feel that an awful lot of people are clapping their hands with
at  the  prospects  oil  meetings  without  50?s.   If  I  am  honest  with  myself.
I  must admit to fewer headaches  at the  conclusion  of meetings  too,  but
this does not justify their dismissal  from the racing scene.

Looking at the scene on a broader plane, it might be  said that they
have  no  commercial  value  for  an  organiser.   This  is  t1.ue  tO  a  greater
extent  but  what then  of the  classics  and,  in  particular,  the  T.T.   Whilst
factory  interest  persists  I  cannot  see  the  class  being  dropped  but  to  my
mind  it  is  a  complete  and  utter  farce.   This  doesn,t  prevent  me  from
including a race at the Hutch when I  have a commercial proposition  so
I  must  be  as  guilty  as  the  next  man  of utilising  an  otherwise  unwanted
commodity when it suits me best.   As far as the T.T.  is concerned, there
is  little  or  no  spectator  interest.   With  the  few  entries,  even  three  laps
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is an awful long time to stand around waiting for the Senior to start but
this  is  something you  have  to  put  up  with  if  you  want  to  reserve  your
place  for  the  later  event.   So,  here  too,  we  have  the  rub.   Unless  more
entries  are  forthcoming  for  the  T.T.,  I  envisage  thae  class  being  dropped
by  reason  of  lack  of  support  but  not  until  the  Japanese.i'aclories  have
wom themselves out combatting each other.  I-low much more interesting
it  would  be  to  have  a  full  entry  and  to  have  that  entry  actually  start a
race!

On  the  whole,  spectators  are  not aware  of  the  perfoz.mance  of  such
a  small machine.   All  they  are int.Crested in  is  the awareness  of competi-
tion,  surely  the reason  wiry  ra.cos  are  full  in  the  fi-rSt Plal.e.   This  factor.
art.a  this  factor  alone.  provides  a  commercial  enterprise  with  the  finest
chances  of success.   Club  racing  may  produce  the  finest competiLiOrl  but
it is  not  a  commercial  enterprise  in  the  true  sense  of  the  word  and  will
not therefore arouse  the spectator,s interest  in  the first instance.

We  must  therefore  be  left with  somethir:g  which  is  only  wanted  by
the  minority-the  riders.    Apal.i  from  the  few,  little  aciivc   intl-rest  i-s
shown   in   the  future   of  their  sport,  a   i`acl   su.bstantiated   by   the   poe.I.
attendance  at the AGM  ot' the  50 Club at a  time  wr|en  all  their interest
should  have  been  centered  on  raising  the  prospects  of  continued  com-
petition.   I  am  disappointed  for  their  sakes  because  I  put  forwal.a  tkc
offer  of  a  50  c.c.  race  at  each  Club  meeting  should  sufficient  Support  be
forthcoming.    Tlle  result  is  a  miserable  eleven  lelLci-a  of  support.    The
Club  can  not  and  will  not justify  the  inclusion  of  any  races  for  50  c.c.`:;
on  this  basis.  to  the  detriment  ot.  its  present  membefs  to  whom  it  owes
allegiance.   It can  therefore  offer  no immediate  support  for  the  clas.I.

I  have  no  doubt  that  this  article  will  cause  yet  another  stir  withirl
the group of riders comprising the 50 c.c. class,   If it does the!l, like Erllic
Griffiths  letter  in  January's  magazine,  it  will   have  served  its  purpose.
However,  if  it  causes  a  similar reaction  to the  said  letter,  then  it will  be
completely  in  vain  and  all  other  riders  can  sit  5ack  and  be  co.lltentCd  at
the prospect of no 50's.

RETIRING  CIRCUMSTANCES                    by Jim Swift
At 55  all  riders  face  the  fact  that  they  are  retired  from  al.live  road
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still  active  at  this  age  are  exceptional;   why  then  should  they  be  retired?
And  why  pick  on  55  years  of age  as  the  yardstick?

Not  much  thought  has  gone  into  many  of  the  F.I.M.  regulations  it
would appear.   Take the 60o  angle  of lean.   This  has now beem agreed as
too  great  and  accordingly  reduced  to  50o   after  much  pressure  by  the
Club,   and   the  A.C.U.   But   a   production   sports   machine   I;till   has   to
comply with this regulation, officially that is, and until the F.I.M. approve
a  new  set  of  regulations  with  a  lower  limit  stipulation,  organisers  must
enforce this rule or ignore it at their own risk.
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Why  d9  the  F.I.M.  require  55  to  bc  the  retiring  age  whereas  the

A.C.U.  have  no  stipulated  age  restriction  other  than   16  as  the  com-

mencing  age?   Is  it  because  they  consider  senile  decay  will  have  set  in

by  then?    Obviously  they  cannot  have  considered  the  problem  in  a

rational  sense and have allowed their personal  opinions to take the place

of  reasoning.   Perhaps  too,  the  subject  was  glossed  over  as  these  things

can  be when  time presses  and the language  difficulty  presents  confusion.

Bill  Beevers, Frank Cope and now George Brown have, and will, fall  to

the F.I.M.?s axe just because they are 55.  Fitter and more competent men

have  yet  to  survive  to  that  age  in  active  competition!   There  are  others

too  whose  sensible  and  safe  riding  has  put  them  well  ahead  of  much

younger  adversaries,  but  there's  nothing  much  that  can  be  done.   wllat
age do you stop at?

PRACTICE   DAY     SILVERSTONE

WEDNESDAY

MARCH     23rd

START  APPROX.   10.00  A.M.

CHARGES:      SOLOS   32/6d.

SIDECARS   38/-     (Restricted  Sessions  only)
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Members are reminded that all advertisements are i'ree o1' charge
to  members  only  alld  that  all  matter  must  bC  received  by  the
15th   day   of   the   month   preceding   pub1-ication.   Mutual   Aid
advertisements    should    be    written    in    block    c.apitals.    with
adequate explanation.  but llle Editor reserves   the right to make
sucrf  abbreviations  and  alterations  that  he  considers   jut-Stifled.
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